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FOUNDATIONS

CABE STRATEGIC PLAN

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OFFERINGS

CONTACT CABE

Foundations

CABE Vision

CABE Mission

Essentials (For an effective, systemic EL program)

- Values
- Instructional Strategies
- Theory of Change
- Core Principles
- Etc.

Ask an EL Expert!

CABE Connection
EL & BILITERACY PROGRAMS

- Foundations
- EL & Bilingual Programs
- Research & Data
- Best Strategies
- Key Resources
- Directory of Dual Language Schools
- State Seal of Biliteracy
- Video Hot Shots

EL & BILITERACY PROGRAMS

- Dual Language Immersion—90:10
- Dual Language Immersion—50:50
- One Way Immersion
- Developmental Language Programs
- Heritage Language Programs
- Etc.
• Dual Language Immersion—90:10
  • Description
    • Programmatic
    • Instructional
  • Goals
  • Target Students
  • Grade Level
  • Equity Issues
  • Learning Environment
  • Contribution to biliteracy
  • Student Identity Formation
  • Research based evidence for academic and personal success
  • Testimonials—students, teachers, parents
  • Video
  • Resources
  • Model Programs
  • Parent and Community Connections
  • Teacher qualifications
RESEARCH & DATA

- Foundations
- EL & Biliteracy Programs
- Research & Data
- Best Strategies
- Key Resources
- Directory of Dual Language Schools
- State Seal of Biliteracy
- Video Hot Shots

RESEARCH & DATA
- Collier & Thomas
- Kathryn Lindholm Leary
- James Cummins
- Laurie Olsen
- Slavin & Slavin
- Diane August
- Patricia Gandara
- Etc.
BEST STRATEGIES

- FOUNDATIONS
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BEST STRATEGIES

- GLAD
- WRITE
- COLLABORATIVE LEARNING
- SIOP
- JOURNAL WRITING
- GUIDED & SHARED READING/Writing
- EFFECTIVE GROUPING

CABE STRATEGIC PLAN
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OFFERINGS
CONTACT CABE

Ask an EL Expert!
KEY RESOURCES

- CABE STRATEGIC PLAN
- PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OFFERINGS
- CONTACT CABE

FOUNTATIONS
EL & BILITERACY PROGRAMS
RESEARCH & DATA
BEST STRATEGIES
KEY RESOURCES
DIRECTORY OF DUAL LANGUAGE SCHOOLS
STATE SEAL OF BILITERACY
VIDEO HOT SHOTS

KEY RESOURCES
- CDE
- CAL
- STANFORD
- ELA/ELD FRAMEWORK
- CCSS
- CCSS EN ESPAÑOL
- ELD/SLD STANDARDS
- ASSESSMENT
DIRECTORY OF LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

• FOUNDATIONS
• EL & BILITERACY PROGRAMS
• RESEARCH & DATA
• BEST STRATEGIES
• KEY RESOURCES
• DIRECTORY OF DUAL LANGUAGE SCHOOLS
• STATE SEAL OF BILITERACY
• VIDEO HOT SHOTS

DIRECTORY OF LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

INTERACTIVE MAP OF CA

CABE CONNECTION

Ask an EL Expert!